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ABSTRACT 
Goodyear Aerospace Corporation has concluded a design study resulting in devel- 
opment, fabrication. and delivery of a 9-foot advanced development model of an 
expandable, directive, high-gain spacecraft antenna for J e t  Propulsion Labora- 
tory ( JPL) .  The model demonstrated the feasibility of the design approach r e -  
sulting from the design study. 
This final report  documents the program of preliminary design and analysis, 
model design and fabrication, and model testing; outlines antenna ground deploy- 
in e n t p ro  c e du r e  s ; and p r e s e n  t s c on c lu s ion s and r e  c c) m mend at  i o n s. 
Work w a s  done under Contract No. 950467 with J P L .  The effor t  i s  a subcontract 
under P r ime  Contract NAS 7-100. 
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SECTION I. INTRODUCTION 
A .  BACKGROUND I 
Goodyear Aerospace Corporation has concluded a design study resulting in devel- 
opment, fabrication, arid delivery of a 9-foot advanced development model of an 
e xp an  da tile, di r e  c t iv e ,  high -gain space c raft ant e nn a for J e t  P r opu 1 s i  on Latio r a tory 
( JPL) .  
from the design study. 
The model demonstrates the feasibility of the design approach resulting 
This final report  documents the program of preliminary design and analysis,  
I 
model design and fabrication, and model testing; outlines antenna ground deploy- I 
ment procedures;  and presents  conclusions and recommendations. Work w a s  done 
under Contract No. 950467 with Je t  Propulsion Laboratory of the California 
Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California. The effort is a subcontract under 
P r ime  Contract NAS 7-100. 
The program w a s  initiated by J P L  because interplanetary spacecraft  antennas 
considerably la rger  than current  designs a r e  in the forecast  of needs for the  near 
future. 
projected requirements.  the need for expandable antennas i s  apparent. 
I 
I 
Due to launch configuration envelope l imits considerably lower than the 
The principal objective of this study was to  find practical  methods of installing 
and packaging a 6 to 12 foot diameter aperture on a typical planetary spacecraft .  
The secondary objective was to provide a design concept that would be practical  
at diameters  in the 2 5  to 35 foot range. J P L  Specifications 15035 and 30257 e s -  
tablished design parameters .  
l 
The adequacy of design approach was based on reliability and simplicity. weight, 
state-of-the - a r t ,  and radio frequency performance in that o rder .  
GOODYEAR AEROSPACE 
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B. APPROACH 
Design and development approaches were, of course,  guided by the performance 
and product characterist ics of the antenna. 
The characterist ics included the following: 
(1) Frequency range of 2295 mc (*5 nic bandwidth) for transmitting and 2115 
nic for receiving w i t h  k5mc bandwidth. 
C . W .  at 2295 mc. 
Radiated power to be 100 watts 
(2) Feed type to be a turnstile one quarter wave over a ground plane 4 
inches in  diameter. 
(3 )  Nominal reflector shape. f (D  = 0.  35. 
(4) Aperture efficiency not lower than 0.  9 db. 
(5) Unit aperture weight to fall w i t h i n  the range of 0. 3 t o  0 .  5 psf o f  erected 
ape r tu r e. 
(6) Surface tolerance of f 1 ‘8 inch desired.  
(7 )  Electrical axis alignment shall be adjustable to and maintained at 
90(1tO. 3)  degrees to the axis of the support boom at  the antenna side of 
the antenna gimbals. 
field. 
The accuracy is to be maintained in a 0- and 1-g 
(8) The antenna must be capable of being erected on ear th ,  checked out 
and aligned. packaged and then re-erected in a space environment, and 
must always be within specifications. 
(9) The antenna shall have a 95 percent probability of erecting suffic 
accurate to fall within the performance required in the specificat 
Life expectancy after space erection is a minimum of two years.  
ent 
on. 
Y 
2 
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Goodyear Aerospace f i rs t  initiated a preliminary design and analysis program to 
establish guide lines for material selection, to select a configuration, and to 
narrow approaches. The preliminary design i s  reported i n  Section 11. 
Model design and fabrication followed preliminary design. 
selected design, findings of  s tructural ,  thermal, and weight analyses, and fabri-  
cation techniques a re  discussed in Section 111. 
A description of the 
Before model delivery, Goodyear Aerospace performed electrical .  vibration, bell 
j a r  sample, and contour tes ts .  Section IV reports results.  Ground deployment 
operational instructions a r e  reported in Section V .  
C. RESULTS 
Figure 1 s h o w s  the high-gain spacecraft antenna model in the packaged and de- 
ployed configurations. 
The model was delivered to ,JPL in April 1964. 
of antenna deployment a t  Goodyear Aerospace have been prepared and delivered. 
Black-and-white and color movies 
The antenna design basically consists of curved radial r ibs that extend from a 
hub to the outer periphery to support a reflector screen and establish parabolic 
contour. The r ibs  a r e  pivoted at the hub rim and nest circumferentially around 
the  hub r im in the packaged condition. 
wire mesh that is attached to the ribs. 
The screen material  is a lightweight Invar 
Long missions with antenna steering requirements can be met with this approach. 
Accuracies on the order of k 0 .  10 inch r m s  a r e  practicable. Antenna weight i s  on 
the order  of 0. 37 psf with a packaging ratio of 2 . 4  : 1. 
The antenna can be erected and boresighted prior to final packaging and launch. 
3 
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Figure 1. High-Gain Spacecraft  Antenna 
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SECTION 11. PRELIMINARY DESIGN AND ANALYSIS 
A. GENERAL 
The initial task included a preliminary investigation of antenna characterist ics,  
configuration studies. and a study of screening materials.  
the preliminary design effort. 
This section describes 
B. ANTENNA ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
The effects of mechanical design parameters on the radiation characterist ics of 
an antenna were investigated. 
sections, tolerance of the ribs.  tolerances in  the inner nonfoldable section. out- 
side diameters.  and illumination tapers. 
gain reduction caused by these parameters.  
inary study is a circular paraboloid type consisting of a fixed center hub with 
outer sections that unfurl. 
position. providing a singly covered surface between any two ribs as shown in 
Figure 1. Sptcification requirements for the antenna were the same a s  those 
imposed by J P L  and detailed in  Section I .  
Parameters  considered were the number of r ib  
Pr imary  consideration was given to the 
The antenna selected for the prelim- 
The curved r ibs  of the unfurlable section rotate into 
The study indicated that the primary controlling parameters  to limit gain reduction 
for an unfurlable-type antenna is the number of r ibs  in the deployable section (see 
Figure 2 ) .  The rib tolerance is a second-order effect (see Figure 2) .  and the 
center hub tolerance effect is negligible (see Figure 3 ) .  The packaging ratio i s  
also a negligible effect f o r  a given antenna size;  however, a s  the over-all de- 
ployed diameter i s  increased. the number of r ibs  must also be increased (see 
Figure 4). 
of this study i s  given in Appendix A. 
The complete analysis showing derivations and the specific constraints 
0 
5 
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C. CONFIGURATION STUDIES 
Seven antenna configurations were studied at  the outset of the program. 
meri ts  were considered and docuriiented a s  shown in  Table 1. 
and 7 were believed to be the most feasible; further analysis was accvmplished on 
each, and feasibility models were fabricated. Configuration 1 is shown in Figure 
5,  and Configuration 7 is shown in  Figure 6. 
configurations a re  given i n  Figures 7 and 8. 
Relative 
Configurations 1 
The relative weights of these two 
D. MODEL SELECTION 
The  resul ts  of the prclimitiary design studies were presented to J P L  on 18 March 
1963, and the following design paraniclters and objectiires were selected for the 
adv an ced deve lopnie 11 t 111 ( )del : 
(1) Model to be h a r d  rib. hinged. radial (siniilar to Configuration 7 de- 
scrilwd i n  T a b l ~  I ) .  
(2) Erected diameter o f  9 f w t .  
(3) Hinge diameter of 42 inches. 
(4) 12 r ibs .  
(5) Over -all  i);~(,kage diameter o f  4 5  inches. 
( 6 )  Ere(,ted diameter and packagc dianiclter will give a packaging ratio o f  
2 . 4 :  1. 
(7) Arc. loiitltti o f  erected elements will be 145 degrees. 
(81 Tolcrances: 0. 1 inch rms e r r o r  on the center hub section of the antenna, 
0. 033 inch rn is  e r r o r  i n  tlw ribs. and a 0. 1 inch tip deflection under a 
1 -g gravitational field. 
9 
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PACKAGED 
I 
DEPLOYED 
FiFure  5. Configux-ation 1 
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Figure 6 .  Configxirat ion  7 
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(9) Over-all efficiency loss due  to mechanical tolerances and e r r o r s  r e -  
sulting from the deviation of the antenna from a true parabolic shape is 
0. 3 db. 
the proposed mesh. 
0.  9-dt) tolerance of the specification. 
In addition, loss will be incurred due to reflectivity loss of 
Total loss should be considerably less  than the 
E.  SCREENING MATERIAL STUDIES 
1. General 
Fabrication o f  the antcnna reflec-tiiig surface froni nionofilament wire 0 .  003 inch 
i n  diameter in a rectangular weave pattern was initially proposed. A "chicken 
w i r e "  geonietry in  which the netting is formed from parallel  roivs of filaments 
that a r c  rncchanically interriic~sticcl b y  twisting a t  regular intervals was slated f o r  
investigation. 
tangular pattern tv provide stiffness i n  one direction and compliance in  the ortho- 
The resulting hexagonal pattern then would be reshaped to a rec-  a 
4 ; .  ,\ Tl?.,. f - ; , , , , 1  , .n , . t . , . , , , . , l , , r  
L, ,,,,. I',< ' , , * ' , I  A L < L ~ * ' b . . . * L ' A  !?I h !:o !+ i I I , ~  n ( 8  b v ? f  i 7- :? f i ~7 w r i  1 1 ? r 01, id e  t h P 
flexibility for the packaging operation and will follow the r ib  contour in tne ex- 
tended configuration while providing ttw rigidity needed for  shape and tolerance.  
2 .  "Chicken W i r e  " Manufacture r s 
Fi r s t  contacts with manufacturers o f  "chicken wire" and w i r e  fencing were not 
productive. None of the manufacturers had hiowledge of the availability of the  
wire required.  
Three-quarter inch to one inch mesh gages were found to be stanaard s izes .  
was apparent that a long-term development program by a netting machine nianu- 
facturer  was necessary if "chicken wire" plans were pursued. 
None had experience i n  wire snialler than 20 gage (0.032 inch). 
It 
3. In-House Efforts 
In a n  attempt to develop a welding-weaving technique. wires were laid up on a 
hand f rame on 1,8-inch centers .  a Each cross-over was spot welded and then every 
15 
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other fill wire was cut in a staggered pattern such that the effect of a rectangular 
mesh was obtained. 
dimensional control of the mesh size,  to perform consistent welding of the inter-  
sections, and to cut required wires without distortion o f  the remainder. 
A developnient program appcared necessary to maintain 
Some expanded metal mesh tes t s  were performed. 
sheet pierced to have a 0. 005 w e b  w i t h  an opening o f  approximately 1 8-inch were 
placed on a test  j i g  that siniulated the furling and uiilurling motirm proposed for  
the antenna s t ructure .  Although the mesh did not t ear .  geometry was apparently 
not sufti(8ient to  del  1ec.t without vicld o f  the metal at the (aorners.  Manufacturers 
of t h e  samples were pessimistic about further testing o f  samples because of the 
deflections rcquircd u ith a standard d i m i o n d  pattern. 
Samples of 0. 003 aluminum 
Other conIigurations would 
have r equ i r c d add i t i  ( a 1 t ) ( ) 11 n g and de v e 1 ( )pni t> I it w ( 1 r k . 
a 4.  Textile Industry 
5. North Caroline State C o l l c g ~  Dc~'(Jlc1pnient Service 
The School o f  Textiles was given a 5ut)coiitrac.t 111 clarly February 1963 to produce 
a material  t o  Goodyear Aerospace spci.ific.atic)iis. 
delivered was only that required t o  doterminc ftlasibility on a best effort basis. 
The basic problem for North Carolina State College was to  estaL)lish the feasibility 
of producing the screen niatcrial from fine w i r e  to a desired pattern that has high 
s t re tch  in one direction. 
The quantity of niatcrial to be 
Several sainp1c.s were produc-cd. 
a hand-operated V-txld knit ter.  
First .  a 3-11il Invar wire knit was produced on  
Thr. knitter can produce niaterial up to 24 inches 
16 
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wide. 
material .  
Rasc-hel. 
A straight chain was produced with l a y - i n s  for the c ross  links which came off 
from a second warp. One warp was a 3-mil Invar ;  the others were textile. 
l inks  were 3-mil Invar. 
sample was from a flat tied Raschel Iac-e-tvpe Machine. 
produce niaterial up t o  90 inches wide, is ;i 36 gage machine with 18 needles per 
inch. 
with a textile yarn.  
The material produced was a typical r ib  s t re tch knit considered a back-up 
The second investigation used :i C i d e p  hlachine. which i s  a type of 
The flat bed of t h e  Cidega can produce material up to 50 inches wide. 
Cross  
A sma l l  saniplc o f  the Inaterial was obtained. The third 
The machine. which can 
A typical f i s h  n t t  In t tern ivas fashioned usitig Invar  wire twisted together 
17 
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SECTION 111. MODEL DESIGN AND FABRICATION 
A. GENERAL 
The high-gain spacecraft antenna, which describes a 9-foot diameter paraboloid 
when fully deployed, is designed for Mariner-type interplanetary travel. The 
pr imary influences governing antenna design were J P L  specifications, which in- 
cluded packaged envelope definition for launch. weight limitation, 1-g environ- 
!.en! f m c t i o ~ a !  requireE?e!its such a s  contour and electrical  axis to boom toler - 
ances,  and the spacecraft interface definition, which dictated a deployment boom. 
Other factors limiting design were selection of materials satisfactory for space 
e nv i r onni e n t and stat  e - of -the - a r t t e c hn ( 11 og y . 
n the packaged configuration and in the ground- 
- 
Figure 1 shows the antenna model 
deployed configuration. 
This section describes the antenna 
the r m a 1 an a1 y s i s , we i g h t ana 1 y s i s , 
sign parameters .  
B. DESCRIPTION 
'1 + < ),dLhribt ' 8  ,I i ! l i i  ('('IlSlStS 
port assembly, an antenna dep 
able packaging canister. 
2.  Reflector 
design arid discusses the structural  study, 
and fabrication study, which established de- 
basically of a reflector. an R F  feed and feed sup- 
oynient system. a deployment boom. and a jettison- 
a .  General. The reflector. approximately 9 feet in diameter when deployed, 
packages to a maximum diameter of 43 inches. The reflector consists of a 
18 
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a 
b. 
c . 
d. 
3. 
hub structure that supports the 12 curved radial r ibs  and an orthotropic, 
plated Invar, Raschel lace -styled screen. 
Hub. 
proximately 41. 38 inches in idameter. The hub serves a s  a fixed center 
portion of the parabolic dish, is the structural  interface between the feed 
support and jettisonable packaging canister,  i s  the structural  pickup of the 
deployment boonn, and supports much of the deployment system. Hinge 
brackets a r e  located 30 degrees apart on the outer periphery of the hub. 
The liinge brackets. inclined toward the hub center,  recei\re the curved 
y.,dia! 
The hub (see Figure 1) i s  a zonventional s t ructural  arrangement ap- 
Curved --- R:idial Ribs. 
nest circuiiiferentially about the hub. 
wall x 1-inch 011, curved Invar tube welded at the hinge end to a bracket. 
A hinge pin br.:tc:ket is assenit,lc>d 0 1 1  the welded bracket. 
bracket is mated to the hiiige brac*ket wi th  a combination bushing and tapered 
nut. The ribs extend 33 inches froni the hinge brackets to the outer per i -  
phery to form the parabolic contour and to support the orthotropic screen.  
W h e n  packaged. the curved radial  r ibs  (see Figure 1) 
Each r ib  consists o f  a 0.  007-inch 
The hinge pin 
Orthotropic . ___ Streen.  
ure 1) is attached to the hub and r ibs  wi th  an epoxy o f  60 percent Epon 828 
and 40 percent Versainid 125. 
over the hut) without undue s t r e s s  because of i ts  orthotropic characterist ics.  
The 3-mil diameter wire orthotropic screen (see Fig- 
The scrcen,  when packaged, folds inward 
R F  Feed and Feed Support Assembly 
The electrical  feed assemt)ly (see Figure 1) i s  installed on the geometric axis of 
the hub structure.  The electrical  feed assembly includes a telescoping RF feed 
unit with an outer housing that contains the extension bellows mounted to the un-  
exposed section of the feed. a gas expansion and combination coaxial cable s tor-  
age chamber,  coaxial cable, and associated plumbing connected to an explosive 
19 
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actuated gas energy release unit (Eager Pak. Conax Corp. Buffalo, N. Y. ). Except 
f o r  the extension bellows. R F  feed, and feed extension lock springs. the feed a s -  
sembly components a re  manufactured entirely f roin Invar sheet stock. The ex-  
tension bellows i s  made of nylon cloth treated with polyurethane resin,  the feed 
is made of aluminum alloy tubing, and the feed extension lock springs a r e  made 
of a copper-berylliuni alloy. 
4. Deployment System 
a .  General. 
13.25-inch diameter drive drum, deployment quadrants. alignment pulleys, 
cabling, and a traversing carriage.  
Basically the deployment system (see Figyre 9) consists of a 
I ) .  Drive Drum. The drive drum, located below the center of the parabolic 
contour surface of the hub structurtt, is grooved to receive the drive and 
t l  
i l i t ’  i i  iidr i t  ii t i n  ;I! )le s . 
c. Deployment Quadrants. A magncsium deployment quadrant is attached to 
the hinge pin bracket of each curved radial rib. The drilre cables a r e  a t -  
tached to each quadrant over an alignment pulley. and to the drive drum. 
d. Traversing Carriage. The traversing carr iage.  located on  the bottom of the  
hub s t ructure ,  consists of roller bearings and triangular -shaped structural  
members .  
5. Deployment Boom 
The deployment boom (see Figure 1) is fabricated from aluniinurn alloy and i s  es- 
sentially a triangularly trussed welded structure with longitudinal grooved t racks 
located at the ver t ices  of the triangular structure.  The boom structure houses a 
28 VDC, 10 ampere driven ball screw-type actuator, drive cablc pulleys. and 
alignment fixtures fo r  packaging and deployment of the antctina. 
20 
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6. Jettisonable Packaging Canister 
The jettisonable packaging canister (see Figure 1) i s  primarily intended to protect 
the packaged antenna against damage resulting from shock loads and vibrations 
encountered during launch and escape velocities. 
and six rib support a r m s  with piano wire tension supports. 
cally a fiberglass laminate incorporating metal reinforcements at the package tie- 
down points. 
The canister consists of a cone 
The canister i s  basi- 
C. DEPLOYMENT 
1. Canister Separation 
Three threaded adapters on  the hub match the canister tie-down points. In each 
adapter is a 607 1 pin pusher (hlcCr,rmi(.k-Selyl~ Associates, Hollister. California) 
with externally-threaded housings. a A shouldprcd screw stem that engages the 
n~?~ti:?,- !~(;lcs i ; ~  c:\!?ister projt.c;!s frc ,ral 'Ahc !irt:L:si:l;. ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ > ~ : ~ ~ ; l c  nuts SccS1-e h 
the canister t o  the pin pusher. 
Mod 0 igniter (McCormick-Selph Associates). 
power f i r e s  the igniters. and the resultant gas etiergy jettisons the shouldered 
pins and canister away f roni the antenna, completely exposing the retracted feed. 
Each pin pusher is armed with a threaded Mk 54 
Applic'ation of 28 VDC, 10 ampere 
2 .  Feed Extension 
When 28 VDC. 10 ampere power is applied to tr igger an explosive charge i n  the 
explosive actuated gas  energy release (Eager Pak, Conax Corp. Bufialo, N.  Y .  ), 
a disc ruptures to allow 2.  6 cubic inches of stored 500-psi nitrogen gas to escape 
through a plumbing system into the gas  expansion chamber.  Increasing gas pres -  
sure in  the expansion chariit)er extends a bellows which, in  turn, extends the feed 
through the feed support outward until extension lock springs engage slotted holes 
in the feed support, limiting the feed to a specific extension length. 
22 
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3.  Antenna-Boom Separation 
The reflector hub traversing undercarri'age structure includes two triangular- 
shaped brackets. Each bracket contains three roller bearings that ride in the 
longitudinally-grooved t racks of the booin. In the packaged configuration. two 
lugs in the bracket nearest the spacecraft interface mate and engage the No. 4072 
ball re leases  (McCormick-Selph Associates) o n  the boom to secure the reflector 
to the boom. 
Electrical power applied to the antenna-boom separation cable asseiiiblies f i r e s  the  
igniters and drives a pistoti forward within each of the tiall re leases ,  allowing the 
balls to drop flush w i t h  the ball release housing. 
traversing undercarriage are t h t n  free to pass over the ball releases.  
Each ball release is  armed with a threaded Mk 54 Mod 0 igniter. 
The lugs o n  the reflector hub 
4. Antenna Deployment 
When power is applied t o  the screw-tbpe linear actuator. the actuator re t rac ts  
and pulls the antenna refleL'tor t ravers ing  c:aL)lc. u.hich is routed over a pulley 
arrang:.enient providing f o u r  iri(:hes o f  (~aljlc travel for every one inch of actuator 
travel. 
Simultaneously the drive druni  cable, :itta(*hed to the deploynierit boom and to the 
drive drum, pulls f ree  of breakaway ties unt i l  9 .  50 inches of slack is taken up. 
Then the drive drum cable rotates t h e  drive drum and the (.lx*urn, in  turn, r e -  
ceives windings of dcploymeilt quadrant (*at)Les. A s  the quadrant catAes wind 
about the drive drum, the quadrants. fixed to the liiiige pin brackets,  rotate and 
move the curved radial r ibs  outward to for111 the parabolic (,ontour of the reflector. 
During deployment, the actuator retracts approximately 7 .  50 inches while the 
reflector t raverses  30 inches on the boom. 
tension and retracticin. 
cured un the boom by two leal*-spring locks.  
A s  thty act i ia tor  rc!r.zv!s. the. rt.f!ccti:r traverses ~ulwar-d alcjrig the h u m .  
Limit switches control actuator ex- 
At  the f u l l y  deployed cotifiguration. the reflector i s  se- 
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D. STRUCTURAL STUDY 
Load conditions for the 9-foot antenna design were derived from loads in J P L  
Specification 30257. 
were as follows: 
For the packaged anteiina under various conditions the loads 
(1) 12. 69 g ' s  ;ilong 1)ooni axis t o w a r d  base. 
away from boom. 
5. 92 g's along parabola axis 
(3) 6 g's along elevation asis. 
302 57 
Limit l oads  a r e  2 13 of itltiinatc loads aiid the s t r e s s e s  froin the limit loads a r e  
to tx less than t h c l  y i e ld  sti.t)iit:th of tht. niattcrial. 
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Physical properties of the Invar (Reference 1) used in construction of the an- 
tenna a re  a s  follows: 
(1) Ultimate Tensile Strength (Ftu) 2 40, 000 psi 
(2) Tensile Yield Strength (Fty) 2 24,000 psi 
(3) Young's Modulus (E) = 2 2  x lo6 psi 
Allowable s t r e s s  for other materials used in the antenna a r e  from Reference 2 .  
The boom. a welded aluniitium truss ,  was analyzed using a graphical technique. 
Stresses  i n  the 6061 T6 aluminum were limited to 8000 psi for the design loads. 
Nominai section a r e a s  were used in iiie stress caicuiaiiu~is. 
Crippling allowable for Invar sheet metal  components was obtained by noting simi- 
larity in Iiivar yield and ultimate tensile strengths to those of annealed 18-8 stain- 
less steel. 
proportional to the modulus ratio of the materials,  i .  e .  , 
It was assumed that the crippling s t r e s s  of Invar would therefore be 
a 
The sheet metal elements a r e  formed to  have typical sections a s  shown in Figure 
10. The effective cap a rea  is assumed to be that of the corner angle dimensioned 
in detail in Figure 10. It may be noted that the corner angle i s  composed of a flat 
element with one edge f ree ,  a flat elemcnt without a f ree  edge, and a curved ele- 
ment without free edges. 
curved element radius i s  0.065 + (t/2). 
Each flat element i s  0. 31 - 0.065 - t inch wide, and the 
The modulus ratio i s  
E (Invar) = 21 - - - 0 . 7 2 5 .  E (18-8) 29 
For components 0.012-inch thick, using b for the flat element width and r for the 
curved element radius (Reference 3 ) ,  
25 
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, . ,  i t , . .  
0.0028 
0.00113 
and 
67.2 
27. 1 
r 
t 
h 
Figure 10. Typical Sheet Metal 
Element Section 
= 19.4 0 .31  - 0.065 - 0.012 - 0.233 b 
t 0.012 0.012 
- - - -  
= 5 . 9 .  r 0.065 + (0.012,/2) - 0.065 + 0.006 t 0.012 0.012 - 
- - 
(3) 
(4) 
Where crippling stress exceeds the yield s t r e s s ,  the yield s t r e s s  is used a s  the 
allowable stress. The allowable load on a 0.012-inch thick cap is 146 pounds, as 
shown by 
b/t o r  r / t  
Flat  element, one edge f r ee  
Flat element, no edge free 
Curved element, no edge free 
19.4 
19.4 
5.9 
F o r  components 0.015-inch thick, 
= 15.3 0.31 - 0.065 - 0.015 - b t 0.015 
- -  
and 
0.065 + 0.0075 = 4 . 7 4  . - r 
t 0.015 
_  
FCC( 18-8) 
25.000 
57,000 
120,000 
FCC 
18,000 
24,000 
24,000 
(5) 
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70,000 
120.000 
The allowable cap load on a 0.015-inch cap i s  195 pounds, as shown b y  
Flat  element, one edge f ree  -v FCC 21,000 
24,000 
24,000 
Area 
(in. 2 )  
0.0036 
0.0036 
0.00135 
pcc 
75. 6 
86.4 
32.4 
194.4 
Rivet allowable loads were found by assuming that values in Reference 3 for an- 
nealed stainless steel were applicable for Iiivar sheet. 
18-8 annealed. 
= 150,000 psi for  FBR 
Using the value a s  a n  estimate for Invar w i t h  an  e,/D 1 2, 1 D , @ : ~ 1 5  ___ - 1 p01p312 t p O . 0 1 5  
140 
6.25' 167* 208 * 
1 
3/32 j 7 . 8 *  
Rivet Dia 
_ _  
1 /'16 
The longest radial hul) r i b  is 18. 5 iriciies long b y  0 .  012 inch thick. 
load at the tip i s  2 pounds, and  the design g-load i s  5.92. 
centroid distance of the caps is 1.9 inches. 
pling allowable, so 
The estimated 
The centroid-to- 
A 1. 15 factor is used with the cr ip-  
- 1 = 0 . 1 0 .  MS = -146 132 
The deflection equation f o r  a curved tube is developed in Reference 4. 
is normal to the plane of the tube. 
Deflection 
*Bearing values for  D//t greater  than 5. 5 are to tie substantiated by testing. Since 
no less than two rivets a r e  used in any  connection, the maximum required bearing 
strength i s  74 pounds for  0. 012-inch mater ia l  and 97 pounds for  0.015-inch mate- 
r ia l .  The bearing allowables asteriskcd a r e  deemed safe by inspection. 
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I > ,  I ,  , , I , 
,2 
sin 2r3 ) + 2.5  (e - 13 sin + d =  yR4 [ 2  ( i !  + 1 - c o s  [3 - 2 
E r 2  
6 Using Invar, y = 0.29 lb,/in. 
tion, R = 21 inches, r = 0. 5 inch, ,3 = 140 degrees.  
The ref ore ,  
and E = 22 x 10 psi ,  and for the antenna configura- 
s i n 2  140 ) + 2 .  
2 - (0. 29) (21)4 I 2 (,% T + 1 - cos  140 - dtip - 22 x 106 ( 0 . 5 P  
1 
sin2 
1 4 0 1  1 140 T s i n  140 + 180 
= 0.01028 1 2  (2 .42  + 1 + 0 .766  -0.206) + 2. 5 (2.92 - 1. 56 + 0.206)l 
= 0.01028 (7.96 + 5. 63) 
= 0. 1395 inch. (10) 
The tubes will deflect approximately 0. 14 inch from their own weight under a 1-g 
influence . 
E. THERMAL ANALYSIS 
Temperature  analyses have been perfornied on the antenna r ibs ,  feed, and feed 
support to a s s i s t  in the evaluation of thermal  deformations. 
entials ac ross  the r ibs  and feed support were found to cause significant distortions 
unless suitable corrective measures  are taken. 
were used i n  the design: 
Temperature  differ- 
The following corrective measures  
(1) U s e  of Invar as  the structural  material .  Invar h a s  a low coefficient of 
expansion, i. e. , 0 . 5  x 10-6 in. / in.  - O F  versus  12 x 
f o r  aluminum, 7 x 10-6 in. /in. - o F f o r  steel .  
in .  / in.  -OF 
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(2) Use of a protective thermal coating on these items. 
ing selected i s  an aluminized silicone paint with approximate values of 
0.22 for solar absorptance and 0.24 for emittance. 
also prevent excessive temperatures on the coated i tems. 
The external coat- 
The coating will 
The thermal schematic of the r ib  cunfibwration used for this analysis is shown in  
Figure 11. 
each describing an a rc  of 45  degrees. 
symmetry,  so that the effective number of nodes is five. 
The rib is considered a s  a cylinder that is divided into eight nodes, 
Three of the nodes a r e  redundant due to 
The interior of the rib tube may or may not be occupied by a foam with a density 
in the order  oi 4 pci. 
foam; in the latter case,  internal radiation occurs. A comparison of the foam and 
Invar thermal conductivities and rib geometries indicates that foam conduction be- 
tween nodes is approxin2ately 15 percent that of the Invar tube. 
I n  the case oi the ioriiier, conciuciiori uccui-s acrUss the 
l 
The thermal representation of the feed and feed support is shown in Figure 12. 
The support consists of  two thermally distinct sections, i. e .  , approximately 15.3 
inches of the outer housing enclosing the extension bellows and approximately 3 .  8 
inches of the outer housing enclosing the extension guide, which i n  turn encloses 
the extension bellows. 
Configuration 1 of F i p r e  12.  
Figure 12. 
These sections a r e  also divided into nodes a s  shown in 
The antenna feed is shown in  Configuration 2 of 
Several conclusions may be made concerning temperatures:  
(1) The temperatures depend upon the orientation of the cylinders with r e -  
spect to the sun. 
niuni when the cylinder is normal to the s u n ' s  rays  and decrease a s  the 
cylinder is pointed toward the sun. 
average temperatures deperid o n  the ratio of solar  absorptance to 
Temperatures and temperature differentials a r e  maxi- 
For the normal orientation, the 
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FEED SCIPPORT NODE NUMBER ( TYP ) 
SOLAR 
RADIATION 
3 2 .0  IN. O.D. 
0.010 I N .  IN'JAR CCNFIGURATION NO. 1 
OR OMITTED 8 -  B 
c - c  
4 T> 3-; II 
0.035 I N .  WALL THICKNESS ' 4 ' 4 - b - 4  
f- - 
4 
SOLAR 
RADIATION 
FEED 5 1  !L ) ,  
0.75 IN. O.D. ALUMINUM TUBE ,,A\ 
-- 
I I  
& 3 
CGNFIGURATION NO. 2 
A - A  
FEED SUPPORT 
Figure 12. Thermal Schematic of J P L  Antenna 
Feed and Feed Support 
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emittance (Q /C  ext) of the external surface of the outer tube. 
peratures  in the order  of rooni temperature. this ratio should be ap- 
proximately unity. When the tubes a r e  pointed toward the s u n ,  very 
low temperatures will result, possibly in the order  of -36O0F. Normal 
orientations a r e  assunied for this analysis unless otherwise stated. 
For tem- 
(2) Internal radiation tends to reduce temperature differentials. For this 
reason. all surfaces other than the external surface of the outer tube 
should have a high eniittance. 
surfaces a r e  painted black so a s  to have an emittance of 0.9, 
bellows has an emittance o f  0. 8. 
It is assumed that all internal metal  
while the 
(3) External radiation tends to increase temperature differentials. It is 
desirable to have the solar absorptance and emittance of the external 
surface of the outer tube a s  low as possible. 
with the atwL7e conclusion that the ( 0 ,  6 ext) i atlo should I)c apprrxiinareiy 
unity points to the use of an alunlinized silicone paint on the outer sur- 
f ace .  Values o f  0. 2 2  for solar a1)sorptance and 0 .  24 for emittance for  
this paint a r e  assunied for this analysis. 
This conclusion coupled 
Heat transfer occurs by conduction around the metal tubes and radiation from ex- 
ternal and internal surfaces.  
points, each describing an a rc  of 45 degrees,  as s h o w n  in  Figures 11 and 12. 
Since the vehicle i s  exposed o n l y  to solar radiation, the tube temperature dis t r i -  
butions a r e  syinnietrical; five nodes will therefore define the temperature dis t r i -  
bution on each tube. 
Each tube was divided into 8 nodes o r  reference 
A heat or energy balance on each node takes the form:  
n=m t 1 11-111 
n = l  n = l  
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SECTION 111. MODEL DESIGN AND FABRICATION GER 11156 
where 
A = surface a rea  o f  node - f t  2 . 
A p  = surface area projected atid exposed to s u n  - ft2, 
C = so lar  constant (442 .4  at 1 AU,  
Fn 
ni = total number of nodes 111 system. 
111 t 1 = outer spare with a temperature o f  essentially zero,  
ri = node number, 
845. 6 at 0. 7233 AU) 
= radiation view factor to indicated node. 
T = tellll)c>rature of n o ~ i e  - or< .  
TI, = temperature of indicated node - OR, 
Ut, = thermal conductance to node 11 - BTU,/hr-ft-"H, 
G = solar absorptanc-e o f  external surfact), 
e l l  = cJffec.tive eniittatice to indicated riodc, 
BTU/hr-ft2, 
By determining the coeliicit>nts i n  E(lua:loii 19, I .  P .  ~ e l l A F I I .  I 1  u t i .  ai;d CAI,=. f::r 
each nodc. a set oi III nonlinear equations i n v o l v i n g  111 teniperatures will be ob- 
tained. Sirnultant~ous solut io11 o f  t l i c ~ s t .  ccluations wi l l  produce thc node teinpera- 
tures .  
To obtain eifecti\re cmittanctls atid radiation v i e w  factors,  the tubes a re  assumed 
to be infinite 111 length. All parameters in Equation 10 a rc  fixed b y  the specified 
configurations and the above assuiiiptions. The resultant nonlinear simultaneous 
equations were solved by means of an IBhI 1410 Digital Computer. The resul ts  a r e  
given in Tables 11, 111, and I V .  Ttic astronc~mical u n i t s  represent distance from 
the sun ,  with a value of 0. 7233 indicativcl of :i Venus probe, unity a probe near the 
ear th ' s  orbit but not near the earth. and 1. 5237 a M a r s  probe. 
coatings presumed a r e  bare I n v a r  ~approxiniatc~ values a = 0. 54, e = 0. 27) and 
aluiiiinizcd silicone paint ( a  = 0. 22 ,  6 = 0. 24).  
The external 
Use of coatings other than those 
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SECTION 111. MODEL DESIGN AND FABRICATION GER 11156 
assumed may raise  o r  lower the indicated temperatures.  but will probably have 
an adverse effect on thermal distortions. 
shown to the second decimal place to indicate temperature differentials of l e s s  
than one OF. The absolute temperature accuracy i s  several  O F .  Internal radia- 
tion f o r  this configuration is relatively uniingort;,nt. so that the absence of black 
paint o n  the internal surface will not appreciably affect temperature differentials. 
F. WEIGHT ANALYSIS 
The JPI, spacecraft antenna weight is given in Table V .  Component weights 
shown i n  the "estimated" C(jlui1lt1 wore based on preliminary design layouts. Coni- 
poncnt weights s h o w n  in t tic3 "c-alcul:ited" column were determined from production 
The antenna feed temperature data i s  
drawings. The actual weights 
blies indicated i n  the "actual" 
were dettirniined by weighing the various asseni- 
colun1n. 
- 
G. FABRICATION s 'rurn 
T b  fatlrir-ation of the high-gain spac>ec#rllft miteiiiia is unique in that it i n v o l v e s  
extremely t h i n  g a u g ~  tubing and sheet stock of Invar and a Raschel lace screen 
of 3-11111 11ivar wire. 
Invar. but wi th  exgeriencc. thcse diffic-ulties u'ere overcome. Riveting presented 
no problems except accessibility for bu(.king the rivets. 
Soine minor i)rol,lcms were encountered in welding Invar to 
Tubing (0. 007-inch wall x 1-inch OD) w a s  formed to the contour o f  the paraboloid. 
The tubing was filled with Cerebend before the forming process to prevent wrinkles 
or  kinks. 
welded to each tube, and each tube was partially filled with lightweight foam for 
structural  integrity. The Raschel lace Invar wire screen was prestretched on  a 
rig to ensure uniform screen rectangular apertures of approximately 1/8 x 1,'4 
inch (see Figure 13). 
After forining, the Cerebeiid was melted out, a hinge bracket was 
The screen was then transferred to a f rame (see Figure 14). 
Finally. the screen was placcd on two adjoining r ibs  and attached to the ribs with 
epoxy (see Figure 15). 
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1 ,  > I  , 
ITEM 
Hub S t r u c t u r e  
R i 111 
Reinforcing Rinc  
Center  Channels 
Ribs  
Center  P l a t e s  
C r o s s  Me inbe r s 
Diagonals 
G u s s e t s  and Weld 
Deployment Mechanisni 
Sector  
Pul leys ,  Brackets .  Guides and Hardware 
Dr ive  Ring 
Cables  and Fi t t ings 
Locks and Stops 
Reflector  
Ribs  
- 
su ri:i C‘ P 
H i w e  s -
Hinge Fitt ing Inboard 
IIinge Fit t ing Outboard 
A t t  a c  hmc n t s 
Tube Support 
Hinge Pin 
Gu i de SuGo r t 
R o l l e r s .  Brackets .  an( 
T r u s s  
Ac’.. - L u ‘1to  r 
Feed and Supports  
Support ‘Tu be s 
F e e d  Horn 
Fi t t ings 
A c tu a t i  ( ) n 
P r )t e c t ive Can i s t e r 
I 3 0 (  I111 supp‘ 1 rt 
J3 ) (  )ni 
.J r dw a r c 
, W I  
{STIMATED 
(7. 530) 
2 .056  
1 .276  
1. 606 
0.442 
0. 196 
0. 560 
0. 396 
(3.982)  
1. 656 
1. 128 
0 .  598 
0. 468 
0. 132 
(6. 772) 
5 .748 
1. !J24 
1. 152 
0 .804  
1. 048 
0 . 8 8 8  
1 . 2 9 6  
(2. 171) 
0 .911  
1 .260  
(2.949)  
2 .210  
0.739 
(2 .  600) 
1 . 7 0 0  
. 5 0 0  
. 4 0 0  
(2 .2  50) 
0 .998 
(5. 188) 
- -  
33.442 
GHT (POUNDS) 
CALCULATED 
(6. 778) 
1 .906  
1 .361  
0 .812  
1.292 
0.487 
0 .268  
0.219 
0 .433  
(3. 663) 
1 .332 
0 .771  
0. 668 
0.688 
0.204 
(5. 156) 
4 .044 
1 .112  
(4 .  613) 
1.284 
0. 564 
0.917 
0 .660  
1 .  188 
(1.  253) 
0 . 3 5 7  
(5.  726) 
2 .726  
3 .000  
(2. 643) 
. 8 2 5  
. 5 0 0  
. 5 3 8  
(1.  671) 
0 .896  
.7a0 
______.- ___ 
31. 503 
CTUAL 
(22. 18) 
( 5 . 2 0 )  
(2 .45)  
(2. 10) 
31.97 
Unit a p e r t u r e  weight for antenna - - -   2 3 . 4 2  - 0 . 3 7  psf.  
( total  weight l e s s  c a n i s t e r  and boom) 63. 61 
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SECTION I V .  MODEL TESTING 
A. GENERAL 
Test  rcquircnients outlined in  J P L  sp>c(*ifications included electr ical .  bell jar 
sample,  c ’ o n  tou r , and v i  brat  ion nicasii re men t s . 
This section descr ibes  the tcst  procedure and prclscnts resu l t s  of each test. 
B. ELECTRICAL 
1. General 
Electrical  nieasur~~nier i ts  were conduc-ted u s i n g  a dipole-disk feed to detcirmine the 
gain of the antenna. 
2.  Test Ei:u!p!?ient 
The test  range was 400 fect long; the t ransmit ter  and  receiver  stations were ap- 
proximately 4 5  fetlt almvc t lit3 ground. The f o l l o w  ing transni 1 t tclr station equip- 
ment was used: 
(1) Signal generatur 
(2) Directional coupler 
(3) Tur re t  attenuator 
(4) 
( 5 )  Frequency meter 
(6) VSWR indicator 
Transmit  antenna (4-foot parabolic reflector) 
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SECTION IV. MODEL TESTING GER 11156 I 
The following receiver station c)quipnient was used: 
(1) J P L  high-gain antenna 
(2) 
(3) Tuner 
Dipole-disk feed (illuniination pattern s h u w n  in Figure 16) 
(4)  Dtltcctor 
(7) G a i n  standard 
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The 80 percent  reflected power reprcsc~tits a 0 .  97  db gain loss  for the a n -  
te n TI a . 
The losses  caused \)y fabrication tolcrrinces a r c  separated into losses  due to the 
flat bays between ribs o f  ttic deployed section (-0. 45 dt)). the random e r r o r s  
inherent in  manufacturing and positionitic o f  the ribs (-0. 23 db) and the losses 
in  the fixed ccntclr h u h  area (-0. 01 db).  
C. BELL JAH SAMI’LX TESTIS(; 
1. c;eneri11 
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SECTION IV. MODEL TESTING GER 11156 
Screen samples and weld joints were tested in a bell j a r ,  using a setup similar to 
Figure 17. 
period of temperature exposure to evaluate degradation of  the screen-to-tubing 
bond. The welded joint was visually inspected for cracks or vther surface de- 
gradation at the end of each temperature exposure. 
Screen samples were visually inspected and flexed at the end of  each 
3 .  Results 
K.;o apparcnt degradatioii to  the wtllded j o i n t  resui tcd from v:icuurn and tempera- 
turt. exposure. 
D.  CONTOC'R TESTING 
All contourc~d struc.tura1 nicnilwrs a n d  cur\ .  ed rad ia l  r i b s  ivere cionstructed, fitted, 
arid asseniblcd on a singlcl wale f o r m  tilock that defined the design specification 
p,arat)oloid o f  revolution. 
male fo rm.  
froni tlw mal(. form and rtiecked for tliinciisional deviation under a 1-g influence 
with the parabolic. sur face  vcrticnllv up .ind vtlI-tic.ally down. 
tion was deterIniiied :is shown i n  F i~ur-c~  2 0 ,  and thcii contour  adjustments were 
Figure 19 sholts the antenna iiiider coiistruc'tion on the 
The aiitcnna reflector assenibly without the scrccii was removed 
Diincnsional devia- 
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PARABOLIC SURFACE 
VERTICAL UP 
PARABOLIC SURFACE 
VERTICAL DOWN 
GRAVITY DIMENSIONAL ( B ) - ( A )  - - 
DEV IATION 2 
F igurc 2 0 .  De t e  1’111 i i i  i ng Dime tis iona 1 Devi a t  i on 
01 Contour under  1 - g  Inf lueiice 
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a 
made at the hinges of the curved radial r ibs.  
of contour adjustment. 
Raschel lace-styled Invar wire screen was applied (see Figure 15) to complete 
the reflector. 
The hinges provide the only means 
The adjusted reflector was placed in  a fixture, and 
When the reflector w a s  removed from the fixture, dimensional deviations were 
again determined and again adjustments were made a s  necessary. The contour 
was checked at the 32 - ,  43- .  and 5 3 - i I i C h  radii on the parabolliid surface o f  each 
of the 12 curved radial ribs and the screen betivecn thc ribs.  
The following tolerances iverc measured: 
t 1-c Load N ( ) r m a I i ze d 0 - g  Load 
t o .  43  1nc*h 
$0 .31  inch  
E .  VIRIIA?’ION TESTS 
1. Test  Description 
To determlne antenna struc-turd ~.Iiar~ic‘tt~rist ics.  the uni t  w a s  \ i1)rated i n  three 
mutually perpendicular axes  1 n  1)oth the p c h a g e d  and deployed c’onfiguratioiis as 
shown in  Figures 2 1 and 22 .  
The antenna w a s  mounted o n  an MU C-25 vii)ration esri ter (ME3 Electronics Corp. 
N e w  Haven. Conn. ). 
rn ()n i t o r ing . 
Gulton ac(,ti!t~i’o~rietcrs were used at pickup poin ts  for 
The frequency range fo r  the tes ts  w;is twtwCxeri the limits o f  10 to 1500 cps .  
able loading ranged from 0. 3 to 3 q’s. 
packaged configuration a r c  shown i n  Figures 23. 24 ,  and 25. The vibration axis 
and pickup locations for the dcploycd coiifiguraticm arc’ not s h o w n  i n  detail because 
of relatively low response. 
Vari- 
Vit)ration axis and pickup locations for the 
50 
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Figure 21, Vibration Tcstiiig Anttlnna in 
P a r kag e d Cc )!if igu r at i on 
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REFLECTOR 
\ 
I IJ 3 I 
4 -  / 
I 1 I \ *
TRAVERSING CARRIAGE 
BRACKETS 
, 
/ 
/ 
0 PICKUP L O C A T I O N  
0 
t, DETECTION A X I S  OF PICKUP 
DETECTION A X I S  OF PICKUP IN PERPENDICULAR PLANE 
PICKUP L,3CATION 
1. Top of T r i a n g u l a r  L3ooni 5.  Right Side o f  T r i a n g u l a r  Boon1 
2 .  End of CurLred RAdia! Tube 6. Right Side o f  T r i a n g u l a r  Boom 
3. Can i s t e r  Structui*e - 45" Upper End 
S t r u c t u r e  S t r u c t u r e  - 135'' Lower End 
4. Lower Half of Tr i angu la r  7 .  Not Used 
Boo III S t r u c tu r e 8.  On Mounting P la t e  
F i g u r e  24 .  Vit)ration Ttlst Axis  2 (PackaRed) 
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+-+ VIBRATION A X I S  
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t* DETECTION AXIS OF PICtiUP 
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8. 
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2 .  Deployed Vibration Tests  
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The resonance frequency that caused failure was at  13 cps,  which is the 
boom bending mode. 
to the center line of the t russ ,  this mode is easy to excite when shaking 
along the long axis of the boom. 
of the boom will reduce the aniplitude of this mode. 
Since the cg of the packaged antenna i s  so eccentric 
A support from the'missile skin to the top 
c .  Axis No. 3 (see Figure 25). When fiberglass cord was used for packaging, 
-I_ ___- 
resonances ( f )  and aniplification factors (Q, were noted a s  follows: 
8 
f 13 40 60 63 90 130 
Q 25 9 13 10 8 6 
-- 5 -4 -- 3 .- 2 - 1 - Pickup No. -___-..- 
When the fiberglass cord w a s  replact~d with wire and the tube ends were 
stabilized wi th  polystyrene l)loc*ks. n o  detectable response was noted with 
the same input a s  used previously. 
Examination of the vibration trx(3t.s showed cxcessivc~ hanimc>ring at the 
points where the two pins lock the movable packagcd reflector to the boom. 
This condition could be iniproi*ed c.onsiderat)ly by utilizing tapered pins 
arid a cushion of soft rubber or clastomer between the mating faces. 
4. Vibration Test Summary 
A summary c i f  the results o f  the engineering vibration testing 
(1) Stabilizing the top of the boom structure attached to 
s as follows: 
the spacecraft 
during launch would considcrabiy reduce dyiianiic response. 
Light pressure on the periphery of the  packaged antenna i s  desirable 
if practical. but not a s  imperative a s  stabilizing the boom. 
Use o f  wire instead CJf fit)crglass cord and use of polystyrene blocks 
lessened response. 
A cushicm of flexible ruther  with tapered pins is essential to prevent 
ham nie r ing . 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
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SECTION V .  GROUND DEPLOYMENT OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
A. GENERAL 
The operating instructions for ground dcployiiic.nt o f  the spacecraft antenna a r e  
given in this section. The thrce tu s l c  procedures a w  ( I )  prep;tration for deploy- 
ment, (2)  deployment, and (3) rt3tiiriiiiic t hc antenna to  the packaged configuration. 
It  is assuiried that operators a rc  basically fainili'ir with the cquipnient covered. 
The instructions a re  intended to serve as an outline only. with eniphasis on pro-  
cedures unique to the spac*ecraft antcbtina. 0t)serve nornial safety precautions. 
particularly i n  tht. handling of  igniters. 
I k p h  p i e  n t ' ' s u b s  e c t ion s in Se c ti( ) t i  I I I.  
Refer to "Dtlscription" and "Antenna 
B. PREPARATION FOR DEPLOYMEST 
Perforni  the following proc*tldurc to  pre1)are t h c  antenna for ground dc~ploymeti t  
(see Figures 26. 27, and 28) .  
(1) Mount tht> antenna :tsscit1iblv w i t h  tlic tjooni horizontal to the ground plane 
so that the feed will tie facliiq upward a l te r  dcploynietit. as shown i n  Figure 28. 
(2) 
ployment. 
Make certain that a 28 VDC. 10-amyerc power souroc' i s  available for de- 
NOT E : An tc 11 t i  a f uii c8 t i ( )n s ;i rc ind i v i dua 11 y pe r f c) r i n  ed on 1 y 
by direct  connection to the power source;  functions are  not 
autoniat 1c. 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6 .  
7 .  
8. 
Cable 
Canis te r 
Deployment Boom 
Hub 
hloun t ing P la te  
Reflector 
Curved Radial Rib 
0 r t 11 o t r o pi c S c re en 
Figure  26.  Antenna in  Packaged Configuration 
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1. Canis ter  
2.  Canis ter  Arn i  
3. Feed Support 
4 .  Coaxial Cable 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. Spacer Blocks 
Spring Clip (under bracket ,  not shown) 
Electr ical  Cable Assenn blie s 
Chafe Pad (under Spacer Blocks) 
Figure 27.  Antenna af ter  Canis ter  Separation 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7.  
8. 
Feed  
Feed Support 
Deployment Quadrant (Typ) 
Explosive Actuated Gas  Energy Release 
Pin Pusher  (Typ) 
W e l l  Cover 
Drive Cable 
Ball Release (Typ) 
F igure  28. Antenna Deployed 
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(3) Secure the cable (1, Figure 26) to the canister (2 ,  Figure 26), and counter- 
balance the canister weight (approximately two pounds) over pulleys. 
CAUTION 
Make certain that the cable to the  canis ter  aligns with 
the center line of the feed (1, Figure 28).  
(4) Splice a four-inch extension on the leads of the Mk 54,  Mod 0 igniters* of 
the three 6071 pinpushers (5. Fipyre 28) and the two 6072 ball re leases  (8, Figure 
28). 
(5) Splice the pin pusher. igniter extensions to the respective circuit  wiring 
latielled "CANISTER SEPARATION SQUID 1,EAD C'ONNE CTION. " 
( 6 )  Splice the bit11 relcase igniter extensions to the respective circui t  wiring 
latielled "ANTENNA BOOM SEPARATION SQUIB LEAD CONNE C'TION. 
(7)  Solder squib leads f rom the exp los iv~ '  actuated gas eiic'rgy release**(4, Fig- 
ure  28) to FEED EXTENSION SQUIB LEAL) tt:rniinals ( re fer  t o  'ratlle VI) on ter-  
minal block of niounting plate (5. Figure 26). 
C. DEPLOYMENT 
To deploy the antcbrina from tho packaged configuration, perforrii the following pro- 
cedure (see Figures 26. 2 7 .  and 28). 
NOTE: Deployment includes (1) canis ter  separation. 
(2) feed Cxtensiori, ( 3 )  anterina-boon: separation. and 
( 4 )  antenna deployment. 
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(2)  Disconnect the canister separation power cable from the power source.  
(3)  Connect the feed extension power cable to the 28 VDC, 10-ampere power 
source to effect extension of the feed. 
(4) Disconnect the feed extension power cable f rom the power source.  
( 5 )  Connect the  antenna-booin separation puwer cable to 28 VDC. 10-ampere 
pow e r source to ef f e c t ante m a  - 1 )ooni separation . 
(6) Disconnect the antenna-tmom separation power cable from the power source 
(7) Connect positive and negative antenna actuator power leads to the 28 VDC, 
10 - anipe r e  powc r source. 
(8) hlovc the switch on the antenna actuator tx~x from the center-off position 
to FWD and hold until thc actuator is fully extended. 
NOTE: Thc internal limit s\vitch controls extension travel. 
D. RETURNING ANTENNA TO PACKAGED CONFIGURATION 
Perform the following procedure to rpturri the antenna to the packaged configura- 
tion (see Figures 26. 27. and 28). 
NOTE : The par ts  required to prepare antenria for reuse 
(O-rings, shear pins, etc) a r e  supplied with the antenna. 
(1) Remove the three pin pushers (5 ,  E' 
(8. Figure 28). 
(2)  Prepare  the pin pushers and ball r e  
(a) Disasscrnble each uni t .  
gure 28) and the two ball re leases  
eases for reuse a s  follows: 
(b) Clean gas chamber. Replace O-rings as required. 
(c) Reasscrii tile. 
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NOTE: Install new shear pins i n  the pin pushers.  
(d) Install the pin pushers and ball re leases  in respective locations. 
(e) 
the housing barrel .  
Retract the plunger of  the ball release until the balls a r e  f lush  with 
(3) Retract the feed (1, Figure 28) a s  follows: 
(a) Remove the four screws and washers  from the well cover (6, Figure 
28) on the bottom of the antenna in  line with the feed; then reinstall the 
screws 3s retainers for the gasket and well. 
(b) 
move the well cover. 
(c) 
Remove the eight additional screws that do not have washers, and r e -  
Install a support u n d e r  the boom (3 .  Figurc 26) near the end. 
(d) Gently push the feed (1, Figure 28) into the feed housing (2, Figure 28), 
guiding the feed and coaxial cable (4, Figure 27)  through the bellows. 
( e )  When the f e rd  is fully retracted, c-oil the coaxial cable in the well. 
( f )  Replace the cover .  
(4) Lift the spring clips (5,  Figure 27)  on the antenna end of the boom, and 
move the antenna away from the boom. 
( 5 )  Manually maintain a constant tension on the drive cxble ( 7 ,  Figure 28). 
and hold the antenna actuator switch in REV until the actuator i s  fully retracted 
(antenna engages ball releases).  
NOTE: Manual tension i i ixy  be relieved when slack is 
taken up in the drive cable. 
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CA 'JTION 
During actuator retraction, the antenna radial contoured 
r ibs  will move toward the antenna hub. Make certain 
that the radial contoured r ibs  do not snag the antenna 
ref le c tor s c ree n . 
(6) Push  the plungers of the ball re leases  until the aritenna is i n  locked posi- 
tion; then install the lmI1 release shear pins .  
( 7 )  Make certain that the radial contoured ribs a r e  fully nested around the 
antenna; then insert  the sparer  blocks (8, Fibwre 27) so that a fold of the inter-  
mediate reflectcr screen is Rested between tile rib and spacer block and extends 
away from thc feed. 
CAUTION 
The spacer blocks are  matched se t s .  Make certain that 
the numbers o n  the spac.er blocks match thc numbers on 
the radial contoured ribs.  
(8) 
screen.  
Place the 1 s 1 inch rubber chxfe piid (7. Figure 27) inside the fold of the 
(9) Apply masking tape adjacent to t5e spacer blocks to hold the spacer blocks 
in position. 
(10) Position the canister (1,  Figure 27)  so that the numbers on the canister 
a r m s  (2,  Figure 27) match the nuniberson the top spacer blocks. 
(11) P u s h  the canister down on the feed hous ing .  engage the pin pushers, and 
install nuts to hold the canister in position. 
(12) Apply breakaway ties to antenna deployment quadrants (3. Figure 28), drive 
cable (7, Figure 28). and electrical cable asscmblics (6, Figure 27). 
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NOTE: Use N o .  8 thread for quadrant and drive cable 
t ies .  Use No. 24 thread for electrical  cable a s sem-  
blies. 
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The advanced deve lopnient model of the high-gain spacecraft antenna proved the  
practicality of using large deployable mtennas for planetary mission spacecraft .  
Although all  antenna character is t ics  were no t  ciptiniiL.ed during this program. 
the following were either dovelopcd or proven 011 t h i s  9-foot diameter model: 
(2) The fatlrication terhnique using Invar a s  a s t ructural  material .  
(3) A weavin" technique for reflcctiL e t?iatcrial which has orthotropic 
clnrac. te 1-1 s t ics .  
(4) Deployed packagthd ratio o f  2 .  4. 
(5) Unit weight o f  0. 37 psf o f  ap3rtur.o for a deliloyable antenna and feed. 
( 6 )  Gain of at least  32 (It, for A 3-follt diam-rt;ter deployable antenna. 
Other deployment schemes were estab1 i s h e d  during the prograin,  and their  re la-  
tive meri t  and feasibility u e r c  inrrcstit:>tt.d. 
increase the packaging ratio t o  at lcast 9 u ith dep!oyed diameters to 35 feet .  
resu l t s  of t h i s  study are presented in  Table I. 
T h c  p r i m a r y  consideration was to 
The 
The favorable resu l t s  of tile existing p r o ~ r a n i  ncli~~atc he desirability of contin- 
uing work to optimize the conliguration. 
fabrication of an advanced engineering tilcAe1 woiild include the tollowing: 
?'he proposed program of studies and 
(1) Reduction of the suriace toleraiicc to  a t  least k0. 20 inch for zero 
gravity condi tic ) I ] .  
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(2) Reduction of the r ib  tip deflections to a t  least  bo. 10 inch for k l - g  
loading. 
(3) Increasing the screen reflectance to at least 96 percent .  
(4) Installation of an operational letid. 
(5) A re  liability study . 
(6) Weight reduction. 
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APPENDIX A. ANTENNA ELECTRICAL, CHARACTERISTICS 
1. G E N E R A L  
Several ~ u r c o s  of surface clrror ex is t  i i 1  t h e  Stil)\t 'ct o t  tills study. reducing the 
aperture etficiency from t h a t  01 an ideal paraboloid. Errors invc3stigatcd a r e  
due to a single-curvcld surtacc twtirt~oii rit) scctionb, manufacturing e r rors  in the 
r ibs ,  and surface errors  i n  thtl ct>ntcr s~ ctioii. 
paraboloid in t h e  outer s k i r t  srctioiis is a iui:c?ion of ~iuiiiher of r ibs ,  weave 
pattern of the screeti, orieiitation of t t i v  screen w ~ a v c  patttArn t o  the r ibs ,  and 
screen  material .  111 a preliniiiiar~; s t u d v  of contour e r r o r  (Ileterence A -  1).  wire 
elements ivere assunied w i t h  each wirc, originating at some point on one rib,  say 
Actua l  departure from a true 
A -  1 
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Figure A - 1 .  Rib Geometry 
P I ,  extending to  the nearest  point on the adjacent r ib ,  P 2 '  (see Figure A-1) .  
simplify the analysis, it might be assumed that a wire extending from PI  to P2 
on the adjacent r ibs  is typical of the family of similarly placed wires making up 
the reflector surface. 
center .  This approximation worsens as the radial distance increases.  However, 
since the illumination decreases  on the extremities,  this approximation handicap 
is lessened. 
To 
These two points, P I  and P2. a r c  equidistant f rom the 
Since this of type contour is assumed, the geometry of Figure A-1 may have the 
curved ribs replaced by radial r ib s ,  and the geometry between the r ibs  remains 
the same.  Considering this arrangement, as i n  Figure A-2,  where a point ( r , z )  
on the t rue paraboloid is rotated through the angle and a s imilar  t race  - 5 ,  a 
straight line drawn between these two points will have a maximum deviation 
from the t rue paraboloid at point ( r ' ,  z'). a 
A-2  
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t 
r 
1 z -  
Fibrure A-2.  Outer Skirt E r r o r  Geometry 
These points a r e  related by 
and 
r = r cos; 
where F = focal length, 
so  that the projected surface e r ro r  would be 
n 
This expression gives the approximate projected surface e r r o r s  in the radial 
direction. The surface e r r o r s  in the angular < direction a r e  obviously sinusoidal. 
Here the supposed actual surface e r r o r s  have ticen accounted for. 
these by no means dictate the exact behavior of phase e r r o r s  across  the radiation 
However, 
A-3  
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aperture .  
obtain a phase e r r o r  f u r l (  tion for the aperture .  
periphery of the ctlnter scction i s  assumed to tic on the t rue parabolic contour, 
the actual e r r o r  in tht.  r i t )  soctions near this pc3riphery approaches zero .  
These surface e r r o r s  must t ie weighted with the illumination taper to 
It i s  also noted that since the 
Thus, 
a detailed expression for  the e r r o r s  in the r ib  scction would indeed be complex. 
( A - 4 )  
where 
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WEIGHTED SUPPOSED 
ACTUAL DEVIATION 
FUNCTION FOR 
DERlVATlO N 
I I I 1 I I I I 
1.2 
1 .o 
0.8 
& 
& 
& 
W 
0 
n 
7 0.6 
W 
N 
2 !Y 
0 
Z 
0.4 
0.2 
0.0 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 .o 1 .L 
NORMALIZED RADIUS 
Figure A - 3 .  Comparison of E r r o r  Functions in Outer Skirt Sections 
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Figure A - 4 .  Geometry for Outer Skirt E r r o r  Calculations 
The mean squared surface e r r o r  would be given by 
1 
A 
- A 2  = - l A l A l  2dA 
where 
A = surface e r r o r ,  
A = area  of integration. 
( A - 5 )  
In calculating the mean squared phase e r r o r  over the outer skir t  sections, it is 
noted that this e r r o r  over the wholc surface is the same as the e r r o r  over one 
section. Thus, the only a rea  of integration required i s  a single rib section. 
Considering o n e  panel a s  shown in Figure A - 4 ,  the surface e r r o r ,  A .  a s  pre- 
viously reasoned, i s  expressed by sinusoids in the region of interest. 
This surface e r r o r  function could be expressed as: 
A = O f o r O < r < a ,  
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for 
( A - 7 )  
(A-8)  
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Rib e r r o r s  will exist due to  manufacturing tolerances etc.  
assumed to be distributed in a normal manner. 
jected phase e r r o r ,  d ~ ,  at the aperture would be 
n 
A R '  
These e r r o r s  a r e  
For a rib e r r o r .  d ~ ,  the pro- 
(A-11)  d~ = 2 , j d ~  = 4 -d 
which must now be combined wi th  the phase e r r o r s ,  do, due to  t h e  number of 
rib sections used. 
When two functions a r e  independent, the variance of the s u m  is equal to the s u m  
of their  variaiicos. Certainly, the e r r o r s  i n  the ribs themselves a r e  quite inde- 
pendent of the choice> o f  number of rib sections. 
phase e r r o r ,  d T 2 ,  in the outer sections would be given by 
Thus, the total mean squared 
(A-12)  
The other e r r o r  to tie considered is the e r r o r  i n  the center section. 
e r r o r s  in t h i s  section produce mean squared phasc e r r o r s ,  J2 ,  which wi l l  also 
reduce the aperture efficiency and iricrcase the first side lobe level. 
of this phase e r r o r ,  6, i s  considered i n  thr .  following paragraphs. 
Surface 
The effect 
3 .  GAIN REDCCTION 
The mean squared phasc e r r o r s  6, , d~ ~ and b 
Functions" will contribute to the loss  of gain. 
efficiency is specified, the reduction of directive gains must be investigated. 
an aperture wi th  no blockage, the reduction in directive gain i s  the reduction in 
aper ture  eff ic iency . 
2 2 2 described in "Surface E r r o r  
Since the reduction of aperture 
For 
Considering first the gain reduction due to  the mean squared phase e r r o r s ,  62,  
in the center section, for correlation intervals much  greater  than a wave length, 
Ruze (Reference A-3)  has shown t h i s  to be 
gain rtxluction in center Section = F! -62 (A- 13) 
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Considering the gain reduction in the outer skirt  section, if the e r r o r s  were ran- 
dom, Equation A-13  could be used. However, a portion of the e r r o r s  a r e  periodic. 
Spencer (Reference A-4) has derived an expression for the gain reduction for an 
aperture with periodic phase e r ro r s .  This exprezsiqn i s  
Spencer’s gain reduction = 1 - tj 2 . (A-14) 
However, this was derived for small phase e r r o r s .  
limits phase e r r o r s  to b e  less  than unity. 
A-14 whenJ2 i s  much less  than 1.  
describes gain reduction due to any phase e r r o r s ,  the gain reduction in the outer 
r ib  section would be given by 
Observe that this at least 
Equation A- 1 3  becomes approximately 
Assuming that Equation A-13 more closely 
2 
gain reduction of outer section e A d T  . (A-15) 
Now it becomes necessary to combine the effects of the various phase e r r o r s .  
the illumination taper used niav tie approximatcd 3s a Gaussian taper,  i .  e. , 
If 
2 
(A- 16) -pr F (r)  = e 
where 
F ( r )  is the iiormalized voltage a c r w s  the aperture,  
and the aperture efficiency is 65  percent, the corresponding D value is 2 . 6 .  
this taper and a I N J I - I - I ~ X ~ ~ Z , ~ ~  inner section radius. a = 113, the aperture efficiency 
of this approuimately uniformly illuminated aperture is greater than 99 percent. 
Using th is  a s  unity, the ratio of the gain of the iriner aperture to the gain of the 
total aperture with efficiency, q ,  would be 
For 
a 2 
where 
GI = inner aperture gain, 
G T =  total aperture gain. 
(A-17) 
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The reduced gain, G T ,  of the reflector due to e r r o r s  in the skir t  section would 
be 
and the gain, GR, of the outer rib sections alone would be 
GR = G T  - G I .  
The gain, G, of the aperture would then be 
I 
G = GI + GR, 
(A-18) 
(A-19) 
(A-20) 
which becomes, after substituting and combining Equations A-13, A-17, A-18, 
and A-19, 
where 
G = reduced Gain, 
GT = ideal parabolic gain, 
a = normalized radius of inner section, 
q = ideal total aperture tlfficiency, 
i2 
d R 2  = mean squared phase e r r o r  in ribs,  
do2  = mean squared phase e r r o r  due to number of r ib  sections. 
= mean squared phase e r r o r  i n  inner section, 
(A-21)  
This expression was used to show gain reduction for various numbers of rib 
sections and inner surface tolerances for a 6 5  percent aperture efficiency and a 
9-foot diameter paraboloid shown in Fibwre 3. 
Figure 2 to show gain reduction due to rib e r r o r s  when  the inner surface has  no 
e r r o r .  
tolerance of 0.033 inch. 
The s ize  paraboloid i s  used in 
The r ib  30 tolerance used is 0. 100 inch. which corresponds to an r m s  
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To investigate the effects  of various outside diameters,  the e r r o r s  
will be considered to be zero. 
and  dR2 
The maximum weighted surface deviation, A m ,  
is given by Equations A - 3  and  A-16. 
n 
where 
An, occurs at radius R1 or normalized radius, r1. 
For an outside radius, Ro, 
fi 1 
Ro 
r1 = -
(A-22)  
(A-23) 
and a constant n u n i t ) c ~ r  of rib sections where < is constant, t hen  
(A-24)  
For a fiureci f TI dish, F/'R, = constant and 
(A-25) 
Since A m  then always occurs at '1, the maximum weighted surface deviation 
varies directly with the outside diainetclr (as  might have 1)een seen intuitively), 
Using this information, the top graph of Figure A - 5  was plotted. 
for a 65 percent efficiency with no rib e r r o r s  or e r r o r s  i n  the center section. 
This graph i s  
In investigating the effects of other aperture efficiencies, only Gaussian tapers  
will be considered, since most common illumination tapcrs may he approximated 
by a Gaussian taper by proper choice of constant. 
sections and fixed diameter, the m a x i m u m  surface e r r o r  at radius r1 i s  
For a constant number of rib 
(A-26) 
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NUMBER OF RIB  SECTIONS 
Figure A - 5 .  Gains for Receivirlg Aptlrtul.(l for Various h'uml)ers 
of Rib Sections, Aperture Efficiencies, mld Dian~t~tprs  u.hen 
N o  E r r o r s  Exist in the Center Sc)c,t i t i n  ( J ! !  Ril,s 
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For p values reasonably close together, t!ie exponential t e rm varies  Am much 
fas te r  than the linear variation with r .  From Figure A-3, observing that A m  
occurs in the vicinity of r 
aperture efficiency could be given by the  proportionality, 
0 . 6 ,  the behavior of Anl with small  changes in 
-0. 361, 
A m  o( e (A-27) 
For an aperture efficiency of 80 percent, the corresponding p value is 1 . 6 .  
Using this data, thcl bottom graph in Figure 11-5 w a s  obtained for gain reduction, 
using two aperture efficiencies. 
4.  SIDE LOBE PERFORhIANCE 
Although side lobe perforxance was not of specific importance, some investiga- 
tion w a s  made of first  side lobe levels that might be expected for various design 
side lobe levels. 
tolerances such that phase e r r o r s  from thcse sources a r e  ntIgligible, the only 
e r r o r s  considered here a r e  those in tht. outer s k i r t  sections. 
Anticipating that the r ibs  and center section can be built to 
The only work available o i l  side lolx degradation from e r r o r s  on a circular aper- 
ture  i s  that of Ruze (Refcreiice A-3). Although the work is specifically for random 
e r r o r s ,  the only difference from the outer skirt  e r r o r s  considered here i s  that 
the random e r r o r s  would tend to  be normally distributed about some mean with 
a particular variance. Wi th  the assumed singly curved surface between two ribs,  
the variance of the mean squared phase e r r o r  would be zero.  
difference is that for these well behavpd surface e r r o r s ,  it would be 100 percent 
certain that the side lob,c levels would be no higher than predicted. 
of random e r r o r s  will degrade this certainty level. 
Thus, the only 
Any inclusion 
Ruze (Reference A-3) has shown that the resulting side lobe level with phase 
e r r o r s  is given Iiy 
A-13 
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(A-28)  
(A-29)  
where 
Po( Old) = undisturbed power pattern, 
PD(01o) = disturbing pattern, 
R e , d  = resulting pattern, 
S(01o) = scattciring factor, 
C = correlation interval 
A = u'avc' length 
H = angle o f f  main beam axis. 
Jas ik  (Reference A - 5 ,  Pagc. 32) gives as  the scattering factor for a plane E - M 
wave, normalized to u n i t y ,  
n 
(A-30)  
which could be used for this aperture. 
The correlation interval in  Ruze's work (Reference A - 3 )  re lates  the independence 
of two e r r o r s  on t h e  aperture separated b y  some distance. Examination of the 
behavior of the correlation iiitcrval shows that at a distance of 2C, the e r r o r s  
a r e  approximately 95  p t ' ~  c t . n t  unrelated. For the 9-foot diameter paraboloid, 
and C taken to 1~ 3 fcbet, C,/A is 6 . 7 .  
only on the outer portions, it appears that the contribution to the side lobe levels, 
PD,  due to these e r r o r s  should tw reduced, since the outer portions of the aper- 
ture  have only a part of the total illumination. Examination of the derivation of 
Equation A-10, however, shows that this is the mean squared phase e r r o r  over 
Recalling that these surface e r r o r s  exist 
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the entire surface due to weighted surface e r r o r s  in thc outer portions only. 
Then for the first  side lobe at approximately 5 degrees,  
PD = 4 4 . 5 b  2 . (A-31) 
Using a'2 as the 6,2 in "Gain Reduction". various design side lobe levels should 
be examined to find the expected first side lobe level for various numbers of 
outer rih sections. These results a r e  shown in Figuro A - 6 .  These results,  
subject to the approximations made, show the side 1 0 1 1 ~  performance of this para- 
boloid compared to an ideal paraboloid. 
5. TANGENTIAL, RID CONCEPT 
A tangeiitia! r i b  C c i i i c i  pt was studied for  1arg:ci. pavkaging ratios.  
packaging ratio is  dofined as the ratio 01 the o p ~ n t ~ j  o r  u n f u r l r d  diameter of the 
paraboloid to the packag:cd diameter of thc) u i i i t ,  tlic> pxkagitig ratio of the rigid 
rih vxample discusscd so far  it1 this appr'iidix w a s  limited to  approximately 3 : 1. 
W h e n  the 
a 
In the tangential rib concept, the rill is wrc~pped ar5)und the periphery of the 
inner fixed surface while stowed. then :~llowetl t o  bpr111g into posit ion along a 
line tangent to tha t  inner fixed surface up(>i i  t lrwtion. This section reports re -  
sults of the surface error efftlcts on the> gain on the r ~ l l e c t o r ,  u s ing  the tangen- 
t ial  r ib concept. 
Packaging ratios f r o m  3 : 1 to 8 : 1 a r e  considered for an inside fixed diameter 
of three feet .  The number o! ribs varies roon 12 to 24 .  The tolerances used 
are 0. 030 inch rn i s  fo r  the rihs and 0 .  125 inch rn is  for the inner fixed surface.  
The aperture illumination u s c d  is a G a u s s  an taper f o r  a 65 percent illumination 
efficiency w i t h  rcspect to uniform illumination. 
The results were obtained using the w o r k  discussed in  "Gain Recluction", where 
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4 6 8 
NUMBER OF RIB  SECTIONS I 
FiLwre A - 6 .  Expected Side Lobe Levels for Various N u m b e r s  of Outer 
Rib Sections and Ideal Side Lobe Levels (Rib  30  Tolerance and In- 
ner Surface 3a Tolerance L,c~s ; s  than 0.  05 Inch) 
I 
~ 
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the gain reduction, G,/Gt, is given by 
where 
q = aperture efficiency, 
a = Rormalized inside radius. 
82 = mean squared phase  e r r o r  of inner surface,  
(A-32)  
d~~ : mean squared phase e r r o r  in r ib  sections ( r ib  c’rror effects 
plus cffects of nonparabolic surface),  
where the mean squared phase e r r o r ,  b o 2 ,  of t h e  outer surface due to the ribbed 
where 
A 2 operating wave  length, 
A m  = masiniuin weighted surface deviation, 
a = normalized inside radius. 
(A-33)  
The r r su l t s  of t h i s  supplementing s tudy  a re  shown graphically in  Figure 4. 
gain reduction (or more specifically, loss of directivity) is  shown as a function 
of outside diameter and riumber of r ib  sections. 
The 
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APPENDIX B. INTEGRATION OF OUTER SECTION MEAN 
SQUARED PHASE ERROR EXPRESSION 
The m e a n  s q u a r e d  phase  error  for the o u t e r  rib s e c t i o n s  is e x p r e s s e d  in  Equat ion 
A-9 of Appendix A. T h e  equation contains  the  i n t e z r a l  
.*h.-F iL c ~ u ! d  be handled f i r s t  1)y letting 
so that  the in t eg ra l  becumes 
w h e r e  thc  in tegra t ion  i n  ti  nay tic c a r r i t d  out .  
t e g r  a1 tiec c) me s 
Upon subs t i tu t ing  l i m i t s ,  t h e  in- 
1 
Now let t ing r - a = x. d r  - cis. rind r x e a,  
1 -a 
x s i n  2 (----I vx ds t a j s i n  2 (----I T;x cix] 
1-a 1 -a  
0 0 
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Tix 1 -a  
1 -a t; Letting -= y and dx = -dy, 
- -  
Ti 
where t h e  integration yields 
I ,  
a -11'2 cos  y s i n  y + 
0 Now upon applying limits and  combining terms,  t h i s  iiitegr:il is cxprcs sed  as 
1 a 2 -[(T) '1 1-a t -(l->i) 2 2 
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